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Energy Harvesting from Exercise Machines
Ryan Rickard and Logan Stowe
California Polytechnic State University
1 Grand Ave. San Luis Obispo, CA
rrickard@calpoly.edu
lstowe@calpoly.edu
Abstract— This project is a continuation of previous projects that seek an efficient DC to DC converter for the existing
exercise bicycle system created by Mechanical and Electrical Engineering students. This DC-DC converter is to integrate
with the wide range of DC voltages produced by the bicycle in order to produce a constant optimal voltage for charging
a car battery. This converter will boost voltages when the bicycle outputs below the optimal voltage and buck voltages
when above. The converter will take EHFEM one step closer to its overall and final goal of harvesting energy from the
exercise machines in Cal Poly’s new and upcoming Recreation Center, scheduled to open in 2012.
Keywords— Boost, Buck, Controller, DC-DC Converter, EHFEM

I. INTRODUCTION
When walking into the Recreation Center, you will observe that there are exercise bicycles, treadmills,
and ellipticals that are used by students in order to spend their energy to burn calories. Every day these
machines are used and power is generated by the users that end up being wasted and turned into heat.
EHFEM strives for harvesting this energy from the exercise machines by creating a means of using this
free energy. While these students exercise, we can save energy and contribute to creating a more
sustainable school by supplying the generated energy back to the recreation center to power lights, air
conditioning, and televisions. In this project, we will be using a modified version of the exercise bicycle
provided in the recreation center that has been characterized by previous senior projects in the overall
EHFEM project. This project’s system is a means in which the wide range of the bicycle’s output voltages
can produce a usable constant voltage for, in our case, charging a car battery. Our task for the project is to
design, construct, and test an efficient DC-DC converter with the desired output characteristics for battery
charging.
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II. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
1. Our design should receive a large variable DC voltage on the input and produce a fixed DC output
voltage.
2. The system should handle large loads and wide input voltage ranges efficiently.
3. The converter should require little initial threshold voltage in order to supply output power.
4. The design should in no way affect the experience of the exercise bicycle user.
5. Benefits of the power produced should eventually outweigh all construction costs including labor and
materials.

III. PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
1. DC-DC converter operates with an input voltage range between 6 and 36 Volts.
2. The output of the converter should be 13.7 VDC with voltage ripple of <1%.
3. The maximum load current supplied less than 5 Amperes.
4. The circuit uses fuses for input protection.
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IV. PROJECT GOALS, MOTIVATION, CONTEXT, AND JUSTIFICATION
As stated in the introduction, the overall project goals is to design, build, and test a system that can
properly and efficiently convert power supplied by a user on an exercise bicycle to charge a car battery.
The approach of the project will be to build a DC-DC converter that is capable of supplying the required
characteristics for a car battery to be charged. By doing so, the project will reach towards its goal of
harvesting energy from unused power generated by the exercise machines in Cal Poly’s Recreation Center.
Our motivation begins with the ongoing efforts worldwide to be a more sustainable and greener planet
by contributing less harmful or wasteful products to the environment. This project provides potential
means in which recreation center users can contribute their currently unused power generated by their
exercise machines. These machines generate power that can be harvested for providing additional power to
the gym for lighting, air conditioning units, and any electrical purpose. Currently these exercise machines
use their generated power as excess heat due to the ways in which the bikes are designed and
manufactured. By converting the rotational power of the exercise bicycles into electrical power, the
recreation center can cut operation costs, as well as, reduce the overall environmental impact of the center.
Since the EHFEM projects are on such a large-scale, this project, and projects to come, will provide
sustainable energy through Cal Poly’s own motto of ―learn by doing.‖
The context of the project fits itself between an exercise bicycle created by mechanical and electrical
engineering students and a car battery charge controller. Potentially, this overall EHFEM system could
expand to all on- or off-campus exercise equipment. Previous DC-DC converters built by EHFEM projects
have lacked efficient and stable systems. From these projects we can improve our design and produce a
finalized prototype capable of immediate production and implementation.
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V. ABET SENIOR PROJECT ANALYSIS
Economical
Economy means several things, whether it is the financial well-being of a single country or the practical
use of an item or material. These multiple definitions for economy create an important link; sustainability
means both using resources efficiently and mindfully. Money plays just as much of a role as any physical
resource used and saving money plays a major motivation for a good percentage of people when creating a
more sustainable environment. In the documentary Waste = Food [1], making smart design decisions
allows companies to save vast quantities of money, with sustainable actions in mind. In order for the
project to be economically viable, the costs associated with designing, building, and maintaining our final
product must be less than or equal to the estimated energy produced. This energy savings will result in the
university saving money on operational costs of the recreation center and contribute to creating a more
sustainable Cal Poly campus. In our current economic climate, this nation is faced with deficits that we can
account for by budget cuts. In order to appeal to those in charge of allocating university resources, we
must show that the power produced by the converter can outweigh the overall costs of producing the DCDC converting unit.
Environmental
No matter where a person resides they still live in the same environmental system which are
interconnected to one another and any changes to one has an impact on the whole. As discussed in the
documentary [1], when waste equals food you don’t have any waste; any waste produced actually becomes
a useful material. We need to make an effort to actually do actions that help aide the planet, rather than
―[hurting] it a little bit less‖ [1]. EHFEM and our project are steps closer to making Cal Poly’s
environmental footprint smaller by harvesting the unused energy of the recreation center exercise machine
users. By doing so, Cal Poly uses less power produced by traditional generating sources and replaces that
power with already created but untapped power of the exercise machines.
Sustainable
For the most part our planet is a closed system; little matter enters or leaves the atmosphere. Without
matter arriving from outside sources we only have the matter currently within our reach. Responsible use
of these resources makes sustainability an important issue; however, lack of proper sustainable uses for
many resources proves to be a huge risk in the longevity of our planet as we know it. Creating and using
new technologies is an important step in making a more sustainable environment. Our project helps the
new recreation center take a step closer to becoming a more sustainable building by using the energy
already created by the exercise machines; we can provide power to the lights, air conditioning systems,
and televisions in the recreation center thus consuming less power from the outside utilities.
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Manufacturability
The overall DC-DC circuit and unit are designed such that it can easily be replicated in a manufacturing
process in mass quantities. In order for our project to meet this need for manufacturability we need to
construct a working prototype and have a working design schematic that we can duplicate easily. To do
this we need to create a custom PCB through layout and specify all of the components and where they
need to be placed on our PCB. The design should be documented carefully so that every person along the
manufacturing chain can easily understand and build the final project. This in turn allows for many energy
converting bikes to become available for use in the recreation center.
Ethical
Ethical considerations for the project are that the recreation users need to be informed that the bikes that
they are using generates power but in no way endangers them even though the design will in no way affect
the exercise bicycle user. We must perform a plethora of tests in order to ensure that our product works
and passes all safety tests by a large margin.
Health and Safety
For the project, we will take actions such that the health of both ourselves and the potential users are no
way endangered. The build will protect from any potential electrical shocks by being grounded and the
insulated chassis will be water proof to avoid any risk of accidental shock. We will need to take all
necessary precautions in order to guarantee
Social
EHFEM strives to harvest as much power as efficiently as possible from the exercise bikes in the
recreation center. To accomplish this, not only does the entire system need to be internally efficient but the
users must trust that it is safe and simple to use. Any deviation from a normal exercise bike could keep
potential users from exercising. To maximize energy harvesting from our exercise machines, we want to
promote their use to users as much as possible.
Political
Finally, the design and finished product are steps closer to the Cal Poly campus being a highly
sustainable environment. When our design is expanded to be used with the modified machines that will be
placed in the Cal Poly gym we need to get them approved by all of the proper authorities. We can only get
their approval if our design is cost-effective (economically beneficial), completely safe to the users (health
and safety), and does not require much maintenance (sustainable).
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VI. DESIGN
In our design phase we looked at different integrated circuits available on the market and compared
their datasheet values and costs. Chiefly, we looked at the LTC3789 the LTC3780 and the LTC4444-5.
The LTC3789 and LTC3780 are variants of a similar 4-switch synchronous buck-boost controller and the
LTC4444-5 is an additional MOSFET driver chip that is meant to increase efficiency and input voltage
range.
We based our decision on input voltage range, threshold voltage (to turn on the chip), output current,
output voltage, efficiency, available information on the given datasheet, cost, and stock availability.

Input Voltage Range
The input voltage range needs to handle the voltage range that the exercise bike outputs. As the amount
of voltage range that the controller can handle increases, the overall efficiency increases since the voltage
coming from the bike will vary. By selecting a chip with a larger encompassing input voltage range we
increase the total energy harvested from the bike.
Threshold Voltage
The DC-DC switch controllers all have some input voltage threshold that must be met in order to power
the chip and thus the internal circuitry. It is important that we pick a chip with a low threshold voltage so
that when a user pedals the bike our chip is always on and does not take too much effort for startup.
Output Current
Our design needs to be able to source up to 5A of current to charge a battery effectively. Therefore we
need a controller that can handle that load.
Output Voltage
We want to charge rechargeable car battery. The standard voltage for a car battery is 12V but to charge
it effectively the voltage needs to be at higher. The optimal voltage for fast charging is 14V and the trickle
charge ―sweet spot‖ is normally around 13.8V. No matter which controller we choose, we need one that is
capable of at least13.8V output.
Efficiency
The efficiency of our DC-DC converter is important because we want to minimize the dissipation
across our device and harvest as much energy as possible. A higher efficiency will generate more energy
whenever the device is active. This is one of the more important criteria for selection.
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Datasheet Information
To work with a particular controller we need to understand and take advantage of its corresponding
datasheet. The more useful a particular datasheet the faster we can understand and design around it,
leaving more time for testing and troubleshooting.
Cost
In order to produce an economical product we need to consider all costs when choosing components.
Since the controller is one of the more expensive parts, we need to pay more attention to price differences
when deciding on a particular chip to use.
Stock availability
We do not want a part that is not readily available or is currently out of stock. If future students and
EHFEM team members cannot easily order the part we choose than all of our design effort becomes moot.
We weighted our selection criteria as such:
Input Voltage Range:
15%
Threshold Voltage:
5%
Output Current:
15%
Output Voltage:
10%
Efficiency:
20%
Datasheet information:
10%
Cost:
15%
Stock availability:
10%
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Then scored each accordingly on a scale from 0-10 and took the weighted averages. We will then by
designing around the chip with the highest weighted average.

Table I
Buck-Boost Controller Decision Matrix

Criteria
Input Voltage Range (15%)
Threshold Voltage (5%)
Output Current (15%)
Output Voltage (10%)
Efficiency (20%)
Datasheet Info. (10%)
Cost (15%)
Stock Availability (10%)
Weighted Sum

LTC3780 LTC3789
6
6.5
9
9
8
8
10
10
9
8
10
10
8
8
10
7
8.55

8.125

LTC4444-5
9
9
8
10
5
10
4
9
7.5

Although our decision matrix shows that the LTC3780 scored highest based on our criterion, we
decided that we should simulate all three chips on LTspice. The LTC4444 is a chip designed to work in
conjunction with the LTC3780 to provide a better input voltage range, but after simulating with this chip
our conversion efficiency dropped by more than 30% so we discarded the LTC4444. The LTC3789 is
useful for providing less abrupt switching across the mosfets, but after simulating it in our circuit we
realized that the efficiency loss in using the LTC3789 was not worth the smoother switching tradeoff. The
LTC3780 is also much more readily available.
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We started our design by following a typical applications layout diagram given in the datasheet for the
LTC3780 shown below.

Fig. 1 LTC3780 Layout [5]

We first set the output voltage to be 14 in order to effectively charge a 12V battery as stated in our
design requirements. To do so, we chose the resistors in the resistive divider such that

We chose R1 and R2 to be standard valued resistors of 82.5kΩ and 4.99kΩ. All of our other
components were chosen based on the typical application design and availability.
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VII. DEVELOPMENT AND SIMULATIONS
A simulation phase using LTSpice [2] was completed in order to ensure that the requirements of the
proper output voltage, output voltage ripple, and efficiency were met. Using LT3780 High Efficiency,
Synchronous, 4-Switch Buck-Boost Converter [3], the circuit in Figure 2 was constructed and simulated.

Fig. 2 LTC3780 LTSpice schematic

For the following simulation results, the input voltage of 32V is used. The higher voltage input voltage
was chosen to show the capabilities of the DC-DC converter under high input voltage.
Table II
LTSpice Simulation Results for Input Voltage of 32V

Iout (A)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5

Vout (V)
14.076
14.071
14.046
14.025
14.008
13.988
13.967
13.947
13.925
13.896

Ripple (V)
0.0312
0.0306
0.0309
0.0319
0.0312
0.0306
0.0314
0.0307
0.0311
0.0316

% Ripple
0.222%
0.217%
0.220%
0.227%
0.223%
0.219%
0.225%
0.220%
0.223%
0.227%

Pin (W)
8.0133
15.066
22.37
29.633
36.875
44.194
51.678
59.305
67.255
76.092

Pout (W)
7.0378
14.071
21.069
28.051
35.02
41.965
48.883
55.787
62.663
69.481

Efficiency
87.826%
93.396%
94.184%
94.661%
94.969%
94.956%
94.592%
94.068%
93.172%
91.312%

Based on the results stated above in Table I, the load regulation of our circuit using input of 32 Volts:
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Output Voltage and Ripple as Load Varies
14.20
0.22%

Vout (V)

14.10

0.20%

14.05
Vout

14.00

% Ripple

13.95

0.18%
0.16%

13.90

0.14%

13.85

0.12%

13.80

0.10%
0

1

Output Voltage Ripple (%)

0.24%

14.15

2

3
4
5
6
Load Current (A)
Fig. 3 Simulation LTC3870 Output Voltage Characteristics as Load Current Varies from 05 to 5A with Vin at 32V

Figure 3 above shows that as load current increases from 0.5A to maximum load at 5A, output voltage
steadily drops from 14.08 to 13.9 Volts. However, the output voltage ripple remains at a consistent level of
0.22% throughout the simulation results.

Buck-Boost Efficiency of LTC3780 at 32Vin
100%
98%
96%
Efficiency (%)

94%
92%
90%
88%
86%
84%
82%
80%
0

1

2

3
4
5
Load Current (A)
Fig. 4 Simulation LTC3870 Efficiency as Load Current Varies from 05 to 5A with Vin at 32V

6

Figure 4 above shows that efficiency of the circuit simulated remains at a consistent efficiency of about
94% with the exception of 0.5A load current which drastically dropped by 6% efficiency.
Line Regulation is the ability of a power converter to maintain the output voltage even when the input
voltage fluctuates [3]. The line regulation measured at full load of 5A is:
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VIII. KEY COMPONENT SELECTION

I(L1)
7A

3.5 A

Fig. 5 Simulation Inductor Frequency at Vin of 36 Volts

For DC-DC converter to operate properly, the components that are chosen must meet the specifications
of what is desired in order for them to operate. In our case, one of the most important components is that
the inductor is capable of handling high frequencies at high currents. As shown in Figure 5, we see that the
inductor must be capable of operating at ~190 kHz and, in this case with Vin of 36V, at a max of 7.4A.
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13.2 A

I(L1)

11.8 A

Fig. 6 Simulation Inductor Frequency at Vin of 6 Volts

Figure 6, above, shows that regardless of the input voltage, in the case of the figure Vin of 6V, the
inductor will operate at ~190 kHz. The inductor that was chosen for this application was a shielded surface
mount 10µH inductor with current saturation at 17A and DC Resistance of 9.33mΩ for minimal power
loss.
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Id(Qa)

V(IN,N002)*Id(Qa)

480 W

13 A

0W
0A
Fig. 7 Simulation FET QA Drain Current and Power Dissipation

At maximum input voltage of 36V, the FET needs to be capable of handling the short 480W power
spikes, as well as, operate with 13A of current through the drain. The FET that was chosen for this
converter was capable of 75V across the drain, 200A of drain current, power capabilities of 430W at the
drain, and Rds(on) less than 5mΩ. We oversized the characteristics of the FET due to previous projects for
EHFEM having power failures with their switches and the overall price difference between similar
components was minimal.
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IX. PCB LAYOUT
Upon completion of the design and simulation phase of the project, we moved onto designing the
printed circuit board layout for the DC-DC converter. In order to first get started with designing the printed
circuit board, we first had to research the possible programs and PCB manufacturers that we would be able
to use to construct and order the board. After searching the internet and discussing with fellow classmates,
we decided on using ExpressPCB based on the pricing of the printing the circuit board and the
accessibility of the software. ExpressPCB allows for you to design your circuit layout within their own
program by creating custom pad layouts for components, placing traces, and placing filled planes.
Once within ExpressPCB, we started by designing each custom pad layout for the individual parts listed
in the parts list, provided in the Appendix. In order to begin layout design, researching of each
component’s individual recommended PCB layout was needed to be find on each respective data sheet. By
going through the parts list shown in the appendix of this report, we were able to find each data sheet
quickly and list the package information in the chart for future reference during the actual layout design.
Below in Figure 8 is the list of all custom components made for the PCB layout with the FET shown for
example.

Fig. 8 Custom Component Manager in ExpressPCB

Upon completion of each custom component’s pad layout, the PCB pad and trace design was begun
using the suggested switches and sense lines layout within Linear Technology’s data sheet for the
LTC3780. Shown on the next page is the suggested layout for the switches that was used during the PCB
layout design in ExpressPCB. Using this as an example, we placed each component across the board;
started by placing the inductor, FETs (QA, QB, QC, QD), and the LTC3780 IC.
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Fig. 9 Suggested Switches Layout for LTC3780 [5]

Fig. 10 ExpressPCB Layout After Following Suggested Switches Figure

Figure 10 shows the initial placement of components in ExpressPCB prior to laying down planes and
traces. The component placements followed the guidelines shown in the LTC3780 data sheet [5] which
stated that paths between inductors and gates must be as short as possible, as well as, traces between gates
and the controller (LTC3780). A 4-layered board was first considered when starting PCB design. However,
if the 4-layer board was chosen, we would have had the inner layers with only a couple of traces, would
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have added a parasitic inductance and capacitance, and would have cost at least $50 more than a 2-layer
board. Based on those drawbacks of the 4-layer board, we carried forward with designing on a 2-layer
board where the most complicated portion of the PCB layout arose. This problem was considering the
placement of traces from the controller to the FETs with the power planes in the way. Figure 11 below
provides an image and further details on the dilemma.

Pin 1

Fig. 11 ExpressPCB Layout After Placing Initial Planes

The above figure shows the ExpressPCB layout after placing the suggested planes for the input, output,
and switching nodes. Once these planes were placed, the chip orientation was chosen by what was
suggested in the LTC3780 data sheet [5], shown in Figure 12, by having pin 1 face the bottom side of the
circuit board in order to separate power ground and signal ground to reduce noise and interference between
high frequency and high power signals.
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Fig. 12 Suggested Sense Lines Layout for LTC3780 [5]

Figure 11 goes on to show initial attempts of routing traces from the controller to the gates of the FETs.
The second layer (shown by the color green) was used with vias to route the gate traces with avoiding the
power planes to keep a definite separation between power and signal signals. When continuing on with
this layout we ran into issues with routing traces to QA and QB on the left side and QC and QD on the
right when their respective controller pins switched sides. We then proceeded to flip the orientation of the
switch by having pin 1 face the upper side of the PCB. Figure 12 also goes on to show exactly how signal
ground and power ground are to remain separate but connect to one another at a single place by running a
trace from pin 7 to 17, the respective signal and power ground pins of the LTC3780 controller.
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Pin 1

Fig. 13 ExpressPCB Layout Rough Draft with Separate Ground Planes and Pin 1 Facing Upper Side of Board

The above figure shows the layout’s first rough draft where the suggestions by the controller’s data
sheet to separate the signal and power grounds were taken into consideration. The decision of having the
two grounds on the top layer of the board was to keep them separate from the signal traces on the bottom
layer per suggestion of the controller’s data sheet [5]. Even though the traces for the sense lines to resistors
4 and 5 were short to minimize distance for most accurate controller feedback [5], the rest of the traces
were poorly organized and added too many unnecessary vias; seen by resistors 7, 8, and 9, as well as,
several traces from the controller. Figure 14 on the following page shows a second draft where the
placements of signal and power ground were changed for shorter connections to each plane.
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Fig. 14 ExpressPCB Layout Second Rough Draft with Change to Ground Plane Placement

The above figure shows the change of the ground planes to having the signal ground on the top layer for
short connections to the controller without the need of vias and the power ground on the bottom layer for
short connections of the power components with vias. However, in this layout the traces and connections
around the controller were messy, contained too many vias, and had too much overlap between power and
signal traces due to the orientation of the controller. Our next draft then changed the orientation of the
controller back to its original placement by rotating it 180 degrees.
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Pin 1

Fig. 15 ExpressPCB Layout Third Rough Draft with Rotating Controller by 180 degrees

By rotating the controller 180 degrees, layout became a lot cleaner by having all of the components that
needed to be grounded to signal ground on one side of the board and all of the components and traces that
needed to be connected to power planes on the other. The only issue with this current layout is the spacing
between signal traces on the bottom layer. The amount of spacing between traces needed to be considered
due to the high amount of current flowing through the traces. On the final iteration of the layout design,
trace spacing was increased, the connections to the internal voltage pin of the controller was moved to
reduce the number of vias, and extra power ground pads were added to the top layer of the board to allow
for more input and output capacitors to be added in case of additional AC filtering on the DC input and
output signals. Figure 16 on the next page shows the final layout design with the necessary changes to
Figure 15.
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Extra Power Ground Planes

Fig. 16 ExpressPCB Final Layout with Extra Capacitance Capabilities

As stated for our final layout, Figure 16 shows the extra power ground planes for additional input and
output capacitance if it was necessary during testing to AC filter the DC input and output signals. The
connections to the internal voltage pin of the controller was changed to shorten the trace lengths to diodes
4 and 5, as well as, reduce the amount of vias in the circuit for an overall more efficient and cleaner circuit.
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X. PCB COMPONENT BUILD

Fig. 17 Barebone PCB from ExpressPCB

Fig. 18 First Day of Soldering

We proceeded with the PCB construction process swiftly and with few difficulties. The main one was
the fact that we had made a mistake in our layout design in which we placed a via on top of a bottom board
trace that effectively shorted it to signal ground plane. We noticed this error after we had completed
approximately half of the board’s construction. To fix the problem we used an exact-o knife to carve away
the top layer around the via on one of our extra boards thereby destroying the connection to the signal
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ground plane. After using a continuity tester to check if this ―quick fix‖ would work, we applied the same
procedure to the board with parts already placed on it and successfully averted this problem.

Components that gave us trouble during construction:


LTC3780 Integrated Circuit (SSOP package)



Green input and output headers



Inductor



FETs

LTC3780 – This part gave us trouble because the lead lengths were so small and close together. We
were able to solder it by tacking the corner leads on first and then applying a very small drop of solder to
each pin afterwards. We tested with a continuity tester to verify each pin’s connection and that there were
also no shorts between pins.
Green I/O Headers – These parts only gave us trouble because it was difficult to make sure they were
connected to the input and output plane. This was due to the face that our vias on the bottom did not have
copper rings around them (we thought it would make the soldering job easier, but it created other
problems). We thought they were securely mechanically and electrically connected, but realized there was
an open circuit later on during testing. We fixed this by applying lots of solder to the metal post that goes
through our board in between the small gap between the plastic frame and the board itself.
Inductor – The problem here was that our inductor would not adhere to the designated planes. We
cleaned the surface with plenty of alcohol and then applied solder flux and it still would not stick. Finally,
we just applied enough solder so force it to stick. This solution worked, but is not ideal both for looks and
quality.
FETs – Same problem as the inductor. We fixed it by applying a drop and applying a lot of heat near the
drain tab of each FET. This solution worked, but our FETs reached very high temperatures and we were
worried we might damage them. After testing, we concluded we did no perceivable damage and they were
securely fastened in place.
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Below you can see a picture after all the components were placed and soldered to the board.

Fig. 19 Finished Component Placement on PCB

After finishing the placement of all of our components, a 20A fuse from NAPA Auto Parts was placed
on the input to protect our components from current spikes. If there was an unexpected surge of current
that our components were incapable of handling, the fuse would break without damaging any components.
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XI. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
After completion of the build phase we needed to thoroughly test our design. We started with open load
conditions to see if our converter would output the correct voltage. It produced 13.9V (very close to what
we had originally designed it for). We tested this at varying input voltage to get a line regulation for our
DC-DC converter under no load. These results are shown below in Table III.
Table III
Experimental No Load Data

Vin
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Iin
0.092
0.083
0.072
0.061
0.055
0.052
0.071
0.044
0.05
0.061
0.057
0.062
0.066

Vout
13.977
13.978
13.979
13.98
13.981
13.985
13.992
13.993
13.994
13.997
13.997
13.999
14.001

We then loaded our circuit with 1A load using an electronic load in the power electronics lab on campus
in building 20 room 104. The output voltage reading on the electronic load immediately began to crash and
ended up producing the incorrect output. We started reading 500mV at our output and turned off the
electronic load. Then we began troubleshooting our circuit. During troubleshooting we created another
problem by shorting our drain to gate on FET A. After that we noticed there was a short to ground at the
source of FET QA. We tested the FETs by applying 5V at the gate and increasing V DS to see if the current
increased as it should according to the datasheet. All FETs were capable of increasing drain current as VDS
was increased while VGS was held constant.
Further troubleshooting occurred in which diodes were removed but proved to be unsuccessful in
discovering the source of the fault. The only conclusion that we could come to after through testing and
probing of voltages throughout the circuit, was that the LTC3780 controller must have failed and been the
source of our current fault.
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Vout (V)

Experimental Output Voltage as Input
Varies - Open Load
14.2
14.15
14.1
14.05
14
13.95
13.9
13.85
13.8
5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

Vin (V)
Fig. 20 Experimental Open Load Data

After failing to fix the source of our troubles, we analyzed theoretically as to why our DC-DC converter
would begin to crash after a small load was applied. If the inductor size was the problem, we would only
experience difficulties to produce 14V during the boosting phase. The input and output capacitor sizing
would have shown during analyzing AC ripple on the DC output signal.
In the end, Figure 20 showed that our experimental open load line regulation is 0.17% by the following
equation:

.
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XII. CONCLUSIONS
As we made progress our project and completed phases of design and building, we took note of any of
our shortcomings and avoidable problems. For one, our designed PCB had one easily fixable, but major
flaw. When putting vias for through-hole capacitor placement we accidently placed through a trace on the
bottom layer of the board, effectively shorting it to our signal ground plane. To fix this we used an exact-o
knife and carved out a rounded section of the very top of the board. This was to break the connection
between the trace and the signal ground plane. This change fixed the short to ground and allowed for our
trace to work as intended. If our PCB design is used in the future we have taken out the problematic vias
and fixed the problem.
The other problem we had was the difficulty of testing individual components after they were soldered
to the printed circuit board. Through experimentation, we found that testing the FETs was rather simple to
since they could easily be tested without removing them from our circuit. Unfortunately, when we hooked
up our overall circuit in lab for testing and characterization, we could only get it to work under no load. As
soon as we loaded our converter we had problems with our output voltage as it crashed. After investigating
this further, we noticed that our gate voltage was too low to fully turn on transistor A possibly due to a
short from the source of transistor A to ground. This strange voltage arose after attempting to apply a load
on our output using an electronic source. After much troubleshooting, we came to the conclusion that the
LTC3780 IC Controller was the source of a problem due to a possible failure of the component by internal
short. We believe that during testing, the gate of our FET was shorted to its drain with an applied high
voltage. This high voltage was applied to the TG2 pin of our controller which turned out to be the output
node of an internal amplifier. We ordered a new IC, but due to the time constraints for finishing project we
could not get our new IC with enough time to fix and retest our circuit. We believe our design is very close
to full functionality and could work if given more time in testing.
The layout process was much more time-consuming than we had originally anticipated. It took hours to
create pads for each component and then to place them properly into PCB layout. If there is another group
that wants to expand on our work we suggest they use our finished layout design and start from there. We
sized-up all of the components on our board in order to handle the high currents when operating at full
load and low input voltage and we made sure that all traces were sized even higher than recommended to
be more than capable of handling the currents they were intended to handle.
The last problem we realized is that our design may not be able to charge a battery as efficiently as we
originally thought due to a battery requiring more than just a constant voltage at a constant current. Our
design classifies as a simple charging system where constant DC is applied and the battery charges quickly.
A more efficient method would be to implement a charging system that is capable of trickle charging once
the battery is near full charge. Another possibility would be to create an advanced pulse charging system
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that can switch between multiple batteries so that energy wasted from the biker user would be minimized.
With pulse charging, high instantaneous voltages can be applied without overheating the battery and
therefore be much easier on the battery. If only one battery is to be charged per machine, then a battery
charge sensor needs to be added so that it can quickly charge the battery with constant current and then
switch to pulse charging when it nears the trickle charge point.
Should these recommendations be carried out we believe that a good charging system can be
implemented and batteries can be efficiently charged via the modified exercise bike. In the end, this
project has proven to be a valuable learning experience and a good exercise in engineering design.
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APPENDIX A
Parts List

Digikey Part #

LTC3780

LTC3780EG#PBF-ND

Schottky

Price
(USD)

Quantity

Total Price (USD)

9.5

1

9.5

MBRS340FSCT-ND

0.72

2

1.44

Schottky

1N5819HW-FDICT-ND

0.48

2

0.96

Zener

BZT52C4V7-13-FDICT-ND

0.38

1

0.38

330μF

Capacitor 330uF 35VDC

0.46

2

0.92

27μF

Cap 22uF 50VDC

0.1

10

1

10μF

399-4031-1-ND

2.87

1

2.87

1nF

Ceramic Cap .01uF

0.35

2

0.7

10nF

Ceramic Cap .01uF

0.35

1

0.35

100nF

Ceramic Cap .1uF

1.49

3

4.47

68pF

NP0 Ceramic 68pF

0.0099

100

0.99

100pF

Ceramic Cap 100pF

0.08

10

0.8

FET

IXTA200N075T-ND

3.5

4

14

Inductor

541-1286-1-ND

6.11

1

6.11

Heat Sink

HS338CT-ND

1.13

4

4.52

0.018Ω (1%)

WSLK-.018CT-ND

1.66

2

3.32

100Ω (1%)

MMB-100BCT-ND

0.69

2

1.38

100kΩ (1%)

RMCF0805JT100KCT-ND

0.03

2

0.06

51kΩ (1%)

RMCF0603JT51K0CT-ND

0.02

1

0.02

82.5kΩ (1%)

RMCF0603FT82K5CT-ND

0.04

1

0.04

4.99kΩ (1%)

RMCF0603FT4K99CT-ND

0.04

1

0.04

Connector

ED2678-ND

1.1

2

2.2

17*

1

17

Resistors:

ExpressPCB
Total

$73.07
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Appendix B
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11
Week 12
1/3/11
1/10/11
1/17/11
1/24/11
1/31/11
2/7/11
2/14/11
2/21/11
2/28/11
3/7/11
3/14/11
3/21/11
M TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S S

Winter Quarter 2011

Project Planning
Both
Research
Both
Design Phase 1
Ryan
Determine Component Values
Ryan
Simulation Phase 1
Logan
Order Parts
Logan
Build Circuit Phase 1
Logan
Test Circuit Phase 1
Both
Troubleshoot Circuit Phase 1
Both
Design Phase 2
Ryan
Order Parts
Logan
Build Circuit Phase 2
Both
Test Circuit Phase 2
Both
Troubleshoot Circuit Phase 2
Both
Design Final Phase
Both
PCB Layout
Logan
PCB Fabrication Lead Time
N/A
Build Circuit on PCB
Ryan
Test PCB Circuit
Both
Troubleshoot PCB Circuit
Both
Chassis Design
Ryan
Chassis Build
Both
Proposal Documentation
Both
Project Planning Documentation
Both
Final Report Documentation
Both
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Week 13
Week 14
Week 15
Week 16
Week 17
Week 18
Week 19
Week 20
Week 21
Week 22
Week 23
3/28/11
4/4/11
4/11/11
4/18/11
4/25/11
5/2/11
5/9/11
5/16/11
5/23/11
5/30/11
6/6/11
M TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S SM TWR F S S

Spring Quarter 2011

Project Planning
Both
Research
Both
Design Phase 1
Ryan
Determine Component Values
Ryan
Simulation Phase 1
Logan
Order Parts
Logan
Build Circuit Phase 1
Logan
Test Circuit Phase 1
Both
Troubleshoot Circuit Phase 1
Both
Design Phase 2
Ryan
Order Parts
Logan
Build Circuit Phase 2
Both
Test Circuit Phase 2
Both
Troubleshoot Circuit Phase 2
Both
Design Final Phase
Both
PCB Layout
Logan
PCB Fabrication Lead Time
N/A
Build Circuit on PCB
Ryan
Test PCB Circuit
Both
Troubleshoot PCB Circuit
Both
Chassis Design
Ryan
Chassis Build
Both
Proposal Documentation
Both
Project Planning Documentation
Both
Final Report Documentation
Both
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